Dal 20 settembre al 18 ottobre 2023 si terrà la Seconda edizione delle Pillole di Terza Missione, l'annuale ciclo di incontri nato per fare il punto sulle attività di Terza Missione.

Gli incontri saranno online e si svolgeranno ogni mercoledì, ad eccezione di martedì 3 ottobre, dalle ore 15.00 alle 16.00.

Per partecipare occorre inviare una mail all'indirizzo terzamissione.artem@uniroma1.it. A conferma dell'avvenuta iscrizione sarà inviato il link per il collegamento.

La giornata inaugurale sarà introdotta dai saluti di benvenuto di Daniela De Leo, Prorettrice al Public Engagement, e Fabio Lucidi, Prorettore alla Quarta Missione ed ai rapporti con la Comunità Studentesca.
Evaluator Officer at the Italian National Agency for the Evaluation of Universities and Research Institutes (ANVUR), she mainly deals with Third Mission and Social Impact, but also Quality Assurance, Institutions and Programmes Accreditation and evaluation of the three-year plans of universities. She has achieved Ph.D in Applied Research in Social Sciences at the University of Rome Sapienza, she has been post-doc fellow at Roma Tor Vergata University. She has collaborated with many research institutes (Censis, Ircre-Cnr, Innovation and Society Department, Enea and S3 Studium). Her research interests concern university and research policies, evaluation, research impact, innovation, research groups. She is co-author of articles published in international scientific journals. She has participated in international scientific conferences. She is registered as an expert in the Third Mission Anvur register.
Paul Manners is Associate Professor in Public Engagement at the University of the West of England, and a founding Director of the National Coordinating Centre for Public Engagement (NCCPE). Paul oversees the NCCPE’s coordination of a range of culture change and capacity building projects. He has a particular interest in approaches to supporting organisational change, partnership working, impact assessment and innovation in engagement. He is a member of a number of advisory groups, including the Sciencewise Steering Group. He is regularly called on to provide expert advice or facilitation by policy makers and funders, and to lead high level strategic conversations within universities, working with senior management teams to help them assess their options and to develop appropriate plans for change.

Paul has a Master’s in Education, and a long track record designing and delivering engagement and culture change projects for organisations including the BBC. He trained as a secondary English teacher and after teaching in London for five years, joined the BBC at the Open University as a producer of educational television and multimedia. He was chair of the National Trust’s advisory group on Collections and Interpretation.
LA TERZA MISSIONE PER LA SANITA' PUBBLICA E IL BENESSERE SOCIALE: PROGETTARE E MISURARE INTERVENTI CONDIVISI SUL TERRITORIO

a cura di Menico Rizzi, Professore ordinario Università degli Studi del Piemonte Orientale “Amedeo Avogadro”, componente del Consiglio direttivo di ANVUR

Menico Rizzi is a member of the Board of Directors of ANVUR since 2020 where he is in charge for coordinating the Agency’s activity on: evaluation in the biomedical area, evaluation of Doctoral programmes and research on research evaluation. Since 2022 he has been elected as a member of the Steering Board of the global initiative CoARA. Full professor of Biochemistry at the University of Piemonte Orientale, PhD in Industrial Biotechnology, visiting scientist at EMBL-Hamburg, University of York, University of Kyoto, National Institute for Infectious Diseases, Tokyo. Prof. Rizzi held the positions of Coordinator of the Evaluation Committee of the Universities of Piemonte Orientale and Genova, Deputy Rector for research and coordinator of the PhD programme in Pharmaceutical Biotechnologies at the University of Piemonte Orientale; he is a co-founder of the Academic spin-off iXTAL and member for the biennium 2023-24 of the Board of the Italian Society of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology. Expert at the World Health Organization for the International Nonproprietary Name (INN) program also with the role of vice-chair for biological drugs, member of the Steering Committee of the WHO initiative 'School of INN' and of the task force for the development of the 'African Union - European Union Innovation Agenda'. He has participated as a speaker/organizer in dozens of National and International congresses and in International schools under UNESCO patronage.
Philia Issari, Ph.D, is Professor of Counseling Psychology, founding Director of the Institute for Qualitative Research: Applications in Social Sciences and Humanities, Education and Health at the National and Kapodistrian University of Athens (NKUA), and Director of the Laboratory for Qualitative Research in Psychology and Psychological Well-Being. Her research, teaching and counseling/therapeutic work focus on multicultural, social justice, narrative, constructionist, dialogic-collaborative ideas and community engagement. She has numerous publications including the books “Qualitative Research Methods” and “Visual and Arts-based qualitative methods”. She is representative for NKUA in CIVIS Stream I-Challenged based Education and Civic Engagement, and teaches in the CIVIS transdisciplinary programme “Civic Engagement in Europe”. She is a member of the TAOS Institute Associates Council and the Steering Committee of the European Network of Qualitative Inquiry.
Andrea Piccaluga is the Director of the Institute of Management at Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna. He has been vice-President of Netval, the Italian network of University Technology Transfer Offices, from 2020 to 2022, after being president from 2014 to 2019. He holds a PhD from Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna and a Master in Technology and Innovation Management from SPRU-University of Sussex. He is Associate editor of the R&D Management Journal, member of the Board of the Italian Society of Management (SIMA) and Fondazione Casa Cardinale Maffi. He collaborates with large and medium-sized companies (Knauf, Loccioni, ENI, ENEL, Valagro, etc.), with the European Patent Office (EPO) and the Italian Patent Office (UIBM) and with the Ministry of University and Research (MUR), JRC Bruxelles and with the regional governments of Puglia (Arti), Tuscany and Emilia Romagna. He has published articles about R&D management, Open Innovation, Regional Innovation Policies, high-tech entrepreneurship and Technology Transfer.